IMPORTANT RECALL NOTICE
Dear SRAM Customer:
You may have a bicycle equipped with a ROCK SHOX® Lyrik™ or a ROCK SHOX® Yari™ front suspension
fork for 29” bicycle wheels.
These front suspension forks are the subject of a safety recall. If your bike has a ROCK SHOX Lyrik or
ROCK SHOX Yari for 29 inch bicycle wheels, PLEASE STOP RIDING YOUR BIKE until you confirm whether
your fork is part of the recall.
The lower leg assembly of the affected forks can fatigue prematurely and break, which may cause the
rider to lose control and fall.
The UPC codes are:
710845815294,
710845815300
710845815317
710845815324
710845815331
710845815348
710845815355
710845815362
710845815386
710845820557
710845820557
710845816406
710845816413
710845816420
710845816437
710845817113
The UPC codes do not appear on the forks. However, the serial numbers appear on the forks. All ROCK
SHOX Lyrik and ROCK SHOX Yari forks (for 29 inch wheels) within the serial number range of
02T95514009 to 08T96214665 and having a fork lower leg with a casting code of “18” and “O” or “19”
and “A” are affected by the recall. The serial number can be found on the rear of the fork crown. The
casting code can be seen inside the webbing of the arch as shown below.

Photo 1: Casting on the inside of arch web

Example of casting code 18 O

Photo 2: ROCK SHOX Lyrik fork

Photo 3: ROCK SHOX Yari fork

If you have an affected fork, please contact SRAM or your local bicycle dealer for a free lower leg
replacement.
If you are unsure if your fork is part of the recall, please contact SRAM DSD or your local bicycle dealer
for verification.
We apologize for this inconvenience, but your safety is our priority. For questions about this recall, call
800-346-2928 or check our websites at www.sram.com and www.rockshox.com. SRAM is conducting
this recall in cooperation with U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission.

